
Alison Williams
2528 Eaton Street, Edgewater, CO 80214

(970) 581-1033
alison@aroseweddingphotographer.com

Pricing 2016-2017

Elopement Package:

$1,800
3 consecutive hours

Up to 500 final edited images on jump drive and online proofing site

Online slideshow (for sharing on social media)

Up to 10 watermarked images tagged to you on Facebook

Add an extra hour of coverage for $500

I Need More Package:

$3,500
6 consecutive hours

Up to 500 final edited images on jump drive and online proofing site

Online slideshow (for sharing on social media)

Up to 15 watermarked images tagged to you on Facebook

Guaranteed blog post about your wedding

Add extra hours of coverage for $500

Add a second photographer for $800

Platinum Package:

$6,600
10 consecutive hours

Second Photographer

750-1,000 final edited images on jump drive and online proofing site

Online slideshow (for sharing on social media)



Up to 20 watermarked images tagged to you on Facebook

Guaranteed blog post about your wedding

Guaranteed submission of your wedding for editorial publication

(not a guarantee of publication, but I will try my best!!!)

Upgrades…
Additional hourly coverage (not including additional final images): $500

Add an additional photographer: $800

Add an engagement session (includes online proofing and slideshow): $600

Hourly rehearsal dinner coverage: $500

A portrait session before or after the wedding day: $600

Albums…

11 x 8.25 50 page Artifact Uprising album: $500

11 x 8.25 100 page Artifact Uprising album: $750

13x10 20-sided So-Ho Renaissance flush mount album: $1,800

10x10 20-sided premium leather Collages album: $1,800

La-Vie LH 45-50: $2,900

La-Vie LH 90-100: $3,500

Each additional 10 sides (not available with La-Vie): $300

Mileage charges are the first 50 miles free (each way) and $.50/mile after.



Online proofing will be provided (collages.net) so the couple and their friends and family may view and 
order prints via the web.

When weddings or civil unions are over 100 miles from Denver or west of the Eisenhower tunnel, I do ask 
that two hotel nights (flight, food, and rental car as well if air travel is necessary) are paid for by the couple.  
This is so I may stay the night before and the night of the wedding to avoid circumstances such as weather 
conditions, road closures, or unavoidable traffic situations.  By doing so, we can assure a safe and prompt 

arrival.

*Destination weddings: I require that the couple pay for my parking, airfare, $50/day for food, car 
rental (including gas money) or shuttle transportation, as well as the two night stay stated above.

*European weddings: I require that the couple pay for my airfare, 50 euros/day for food, train, taxi 
or shuttle transportation, as well as a 5 night stay (3 nights prior to wedding for jet-lag and one night 

following).

http://www.collages.net/site/

